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The visitor fortnite chapter 2

in: Share Warning: This article contains speculation and/or fan theories. Some information on this page may not be factually correct. Season 4 Season X Chapter 2: Season 5 Chapter 1: Season 4 - Current The Seven is an organization of unknown origin in Fortnite: Battle Royale. The Seven are probably made up of seven members, three
known and four unknowns. The seven first appeared in Season 4 and are not yet back in Chapter 2, but a mark on the tree in Chapter 2: Season 2 trailer may hint at the return of The Seven. It shows three numbers, possibly The Visitor, The Scientist, and The Paradigm, and four question marks that possibly mean the four unknown
members. It is not specified how exactly the seven came to be and what their true intentions were. But their goal was understood to be to contain Zero Point, which caused the creation of a black hole needed to create another island containing the bullet in it. The seven are mentioned in chapter 2 Season 5 trailer with the words '... and do
not draw attention to the Seven ... Unknown and known Seven POIs Villain Lair Dusty Depot/Visitor Warehouse Meteor Known Members All currently known members of The Seven. The identities of four members are unknown and have not yet been revealed. Profile name released status visitor type Info The Visitor Season 4 Unknown
The first of the seven and founder came to the island in a metal space capsule embedded in a meteor in Season 4. Fired the first rocket. The Scientist Season X Unknown The second member of the seven One of the alternative universe versions of The Visitor, he used parts of B.R.U.T.E.s to create better armor. He also brought the
seven to the island, using the Rift Beacons. Paradigm Season X Unknown The third and only known woman of the seven Her goal was to either contain or destroy Zero Point, fixing time and reality.  The marking on the tree that seems to represent the Seven. Lore The Visitor, the first member to be unveiled, first arrived at Fortnite: Battle
Royale in Season 4 from an unknown world. He came to the island in a metal space capsule embedded in a Meteor. The purpose of the meteor was revealed in the Season X event (it was used to destroy Zero Point). Shortly after escaping the capsule in Week 7 and breaking out of the Dusty Divot research facility, he went to Villain Lair
near Snobby Shores and used Hop Rocks to modify a film prop rocket into a working time machine.  On June 30, he launched the Rocket, where he started the Blast Off event. It first climbed the air like a normal rocket, and halfway through its ascent, it dropped its main thruster module, which fell into Anarchy Acres. Then sped up and
reached the outer atmosphere. Strange sounds could be heard from the rocket, and the following dialogue was heard: VISITORS: Zero Point Oscillator ... On. The Rocket The blastoff incident. ROCKET COMPUTER: Setting coordinates. VISITORS: Engaging quantum hole accelerator! The rocket turned downwards, activated a targeting
laser, and dove toward the island. This was to build speed to open a Rift, a tear in time and reality. The rocket then emerged from a rift over Moisty Mire and flew around the map, eventually opening another rift near Greasy Grove. Finally, it opened one above Loot Lake and blasted out to the sky to form a huge long-lasting rift. The visitor
was not seen again before Season X. This time, in the form of his counterpart, he came from another timeline, The Scientist. The scientist got into a capsule inside the meteor, which was now frozen in time in the air. This was due to Meteor in season X to Zero Point releasing a wave of interdimensional energy in Season 9, causing things
from multiple timelines and dimensions to come to the island. This also caused the zero point itself to be frozen in time. According to some theorists, singularity may have been behind the mask of The Paradigm, and deliberately released Zero Point from the Vault to begin this plan. The Visitor and his six inter-dimensional colleagues,
together known as The Seven, worked together to create the Rift Beacons, opening six canyons in the sky. During this time, Scientist created more recordings of his voice. They were able to be collected and cryptically described his plans. The places the Rift Beacons brought could potentially have been locations from the 6 other
universes. One of the seven is likely to have died after clashing with the no-head during The End event. Rift Beacons were made from parts of B.R.U.T.E.s that the scientist dismantled. He would later create a virus that caused every B.R.U.T.E. to explode in the air toward the end of the season. For the The End event, he launched another
rocket into the sky (also made by B.R.U.T.E.), making a rift that activated six smaller rifts created by the Beacons. One by one, the rest of the Seven arrived in their own rockets and worked together to teleport the frozen meteor into Zero Point, prompting it to rearrange the island's cause and form chapter 2 island. The Seven were never
seen again so far. After destroying Athena, the seven are believed to have opened an inter-dimensional bridge that brought us to Apollo island, where we remain to this day. The black hole that devoured The Athena Island after the end. The Seven are believed to be enemies of the imagined order. The seven is mentioned by John Jones's
supposed boss in Chapter 2: Season 5 trailer. Trivia The Seven are very mysterious and their intentions are, for the most part, unknown. There may be a new seven member for Chapter 2: Season 5's secret skin, but it's mostly speculation and not confirmed. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA otherwise noted. - In-Game
Description The Visitor is a legendary Outfit in Fortnite: Battle Royale that could be achieved after finishing 7 of Blockbuster Challenges in Season 4. Cosmetic review The visitor wears a blue retro-futuristic spacesuit, which seems to be based out of spacesuit design from the 80s. He has a black visor with red light design, which can
change with his emotions, and thoughts through his edit styles. Under his shoulder guards are bronze-colored plates with the logo shared by him and the rest of The Seven. He also has a knife on his wrist and a belt that carries what look like grenades and bullets. Backstory Chapter 1 The Visitor first arrived at Fortnite: Battle Royale in
Season 4, from an unknown world. He came to the island in a metal space capsule embedded in a meteor. The purpose of the meteor was revealed in the Season X event (it was used to ram into The Zero Point). The visitor escapes from his capsule. Shortly after escaping the capsule in Week 7 and breaking out of the Dusty Divot
research facility, he went to Villain Lair near Snobby Shores and used Hop Rocks to modify a film prop rocket into a working time machine.  On June 30, he fired the time rocket, launching the Blast Off event. It first climbed the air like a normal rocket, and halfway through its ascent it dropped its main thruster module, which fell into
Anarchy Acres. Then sped up and reached the outer atmosphere. Strange sounds could be heard from the rocket, and the following dialogue was heard: VISITORS: Zero Point Oscillator ... The rocket during Blastoff. ROCKET COMPUTER: Setting coordinates. VISITORS: Engaging quantum hole accelerator! The rocket turned
downwards, activated a targeting laser, and dove toward the island. This was to build speed to open a Rift, a tear in time and reality. The rocket then emerged from a rift over Moisty Mire and flew around the map, eventually opening another rift near Greasy Grove. Finally, it opened one above Loot Lake, and burst into the sky to form a
huge long-lasting rift. The visitor was not seen again before Season X. This time he came in the form of his counterpart from another The Meteor in season X timeline- The Scientist. The scientist got into a capsule inside the meteor, which was now frozen in time in the air. This was apparently due to zero point unleashing a wave of
interdimensional energy in Season 9, causing things from multiple timelines and dimensions to come to the island. This also caused the zero point itself to be frozen in time. According to some theorists, singularity may have been behind the mask of The Paradigm, and deliberately released Zero Point from the Vault to begin this plan. The
visitor and his six interdimensional colleagues, together known as The Seven, worked together to create the Rift opens six crevices in the sky. During this time, Scientist created more recordings of his voice. They were able to be collected and cryptically described his plans. At the end event, he fired another rocket into the sky, making a
gap that activated six smaller canyons created by the Beacons. One by one, the seven visitors arrived in their own rockets and worked together to teleport the frozen meteor into Zero Point, prompting it to reorganize the island's cause and create a new one. The seven were never seen again until Chapter 2: Season 2, in which in the trailer
on a tree, you could see 3 members of the seven and the other 4 unknown members. The visitor could be called the visitor because he was from another timeline of Athena, fortnite island, such as Apollo. Trivia Gallery Predator has arrived at the Fortnite Battle Royale just a week after the character's ship landed on the island, and he has
brought a whole new weapon - or ability - to the fight. One of the most sought-after abilities in Fortnite, largely since Day 1, has been finding ways to become invisible. Out of sight of enemies, and eat yourself a great advantage. In the past, this has been achieved with exploits using previously added invisibility records, or just glitches that
make players virtually impossible to take down. But a legitimate way to do it - for a limited time - is now in the game. How to use Predator's Cloak device in Fortnite The first appearance footage of the Predator Cloak Device shows that the process of actually using it is quite simple. Read more: How to serve the new Fortnite Kickoff skin set
free As seen below, in a post from HYPEX, all you have to do is activate it when you've stumbled upon one and you'll instantly become invisible. This isn't the first element to be added to Fortnite that makes players invisible, with Shadow Stones appearing in the past, though developers will be hoping the rollout of that ability doesn't turn
out to be as glitchy as those that have come before it. Mantle Unit statistics Not only do we know how it works already, but also statistics for it as well. It lasts 30 seconds and requires a cool-down each time of the same amount, seen below from HYPEX again. Players can activate this, of course, although we are now aware the NPC
Predator can also do so. This will make the character a little harder to defeat than others. Some Predator Device Stats:- Duration: 30 seconds- Cooldown: 30 seconds- Exit Duration: 1 second- Expires Alert: last 5 seconds, NPC can go transparent for 15 sec &amp; 30 sec cooldown, HYPEX (@HYPEX) January 20, 2021 How to get the
Fortnite Predator Cloak Device Predator device can be obtained by taking down the Predator in-game, just like any other chief game is added during season 5. Read more: Fortnite leak points to Golf Carts, Driftboard &amp; more After visiting the Predators location and knocking the figure down, it will drop the following, as well as
ammunition and floppers. This is it! Now you know how to use the Predator Cloak Device and it looks like it will be quite difficult to get an in-game – especially if NPC uses it to escape your shot! Shot!
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